Abstract: Understanding the impact of production, environmental exposure and age characteristics on the reliability of a population is frequently based on underlying science and empirical assessment. When there is incomplete science to prescribe which inputs should be included in a model of reliability to predict future trends, statistical model/variable selection techniques can be leveraged on a stockpile or population of units to improve reliability predictions as well as suggest new mechanisms affecting reliability to explore. We describe a five-step process for exploring relationships between available summaries of age, usage and environmental exposure and reliability. The process involves first identifying potential candidate inputs, then second organizing data for the analysis. Third, a variety of models with different combinations of the inputs are estimated, and fourth, flexible metrics are used to compare them. Finally, plots of the predicted relationships are examined to distill leading model contenders into a prioritized list for subject matter experts to understand and compare. The complexity of the model, quality of prediction and cost of future data collection are all factors to be considered by the subject matter experts when selecting a final model.
Introduction
Being able to predict the health of a stockpile or population of units with confidence is beneficial for planning and for greater understanding about drivers of change in reliability. Reliability is an important aspect of the performance of complex systems. It is defined as the probability that the item will perform as intended in a specified environment for a specified duration and task. If stockpile managers are able to understand what causes changes in reliability, then management and handling of the stockpile can potentially be adapted to extend the service lifetime of some of the units. Prognostics and Health Management [1] seeks to leverage improved understanding about influences on reliability to improve management strategies. In military applications, two types of management errors are possible: (1) taking a unit out of service prematurely can waste resources, as a useable unit is scrapped and replaced with another often costly unit; (2) leaving an unreliable unit in the field too long can risk having it fail in a critical situation, causing a safety or mission problem. Often, a unit will be chosen for use based upon a false impression that a newer unit will provide better performance. This leaves older units in the stockpile, where they continue to age and degrade, instead of placing priority on utilizing those items which are projected to go bad first to both remove low reliability items from the stockpile before crossing a reliability threshold and maintain mission readiness. In other settings, there are often similar tradeoffs between prematurely abandoning the unit from use and attempting to use it too long. Greater understanding of what causes changes in the reliability of the units can allow for more precise management strategies, and fewer costly errors. In addition, with more automated management systems for inventory and the cheaper availability of smaller sensors, it may be possible to gather unit-by-unit histories of handling, environmental exposure and usage. This information allows more detailed understanding of what the units have experienced, and more accurate predictions of reliability at the unit or lot (a small sub-population of the overall population grouped by manufacturing run) level. The building block for this improved modeling hinges on the availability of high quality data and a method to connect handling, exposure and usage to changes in reliability.
Reliability engineers often seek to describe the relationship between these inputs through a scientific or engineering-based first principles model. Developing these models can be expensive and labor-intensive, and there are still problems in connecting the understanding gleaned from them to the actual experiences of the units in the stockpile. Moreover, these investigations are limited to what is expected to degrade or cause degradation, and unknown degradation mechanisms are unaccounted for. For example, a laboratory experiment may show that there is a relationship between temperature cycling and a particular failure mode, but how this translates into different observed reliabilities for units in the stockpile that have each experienced a slightly different temperature exposure is difficult to make precise; this can be compounded by an acceleration factor utilized in a lab environment to represent more extended exposure.
In this paper, we describe a process that takes readily available data on individual units and uses this information to potentially improve the quality of reliability predictions, as well as provide a quantitative ranking of the ability of different models to explain patterns in reliability seen in the data. Note: in the remainder of this paper, the term "model" means "statistical model". The process is flexible to handle different types of explanatory data as well as a variety of types of reliability data, including: (a) pass/fail data observed at different ages of the system; (b) degradation data measured on a continuous scale with a known or estimated threshold for when the unit will fail; (c) lifetime data if the unit is observed until it fails or is censored; and (d) destructive test results from representative members of a lot. The modeling can be performed on reliability data for individual failure modes or at the overall system level. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the process for evaluating the contributions of different potential explanatory variables summarizing the history of individual units on reliability. Ideally, in the first step "Science Investigation", there would be scientific or engineering understanding that would drive the choices of which potential explanatory variables to consider in the models for reliability. For some failure mechanisms temperature cycling might be more important than absolute temperature, while for other mechanisms humidity might be of paramount importance. In most applications, the age of the unit is considered a potentially important influencer of reliability; other common choices for potential explanatory variables affecting reliability include: temperature, humidity, shock, vibration, manufacturer, usage and handling. Obtaining the list of explanatory variables that will be considered is the first step in determining what models can be examined and compared and is critical to completing the process with meaningful results. The second step, "Data Pre-Processing", takes the raw data available for each unit and translates it into useable summaries. For example, a sensor may measure temperature hourly across the lifetime of the unit. To make this information useable in a model we create summaries such as average, minimum and maximum temperature; average amplitude of daily temperature cycling; or a binning of exposure hours by temperature bands. Since many summaries are possible from this raw data, leveraging any available scientific understanding of the mechanisms driving changes in reliability can make this part of the process more effective and cut down on having too many unrelated summaries. However, in the absence of first-principles understanding, a collection of typical summaries can still be helpful for highlighting empirical relationships that improve prediction over just age alone, while suggesting areas for further first principles investigation.
The third step, "Model Estimation", fits a potentially large number of models with different subsets of the explanatory factors to describe changes in reliability. The form of the model changes for different summaries of reliability. For example, if the response is a condition-based continuous summary, a standard multivariate linear regression model [2] 
For more details on GLMs, see Myers et al. [3] , Dobson and Barnett [4] and McCullagh and Nelder [5] . To assemble the set of possible models to be considered, different combinations of the inputs can be used. In its simplest form, if there are k different inputs to be evaluated, then there may be 2 k models, where each factor can independently be included or omitted. Some combinations of inputs may not make sense or may not exist during the exposure lifetime of the unit, and then these models can be pruned from the set to be considered.
The fourth step, "Model Selection", evaluates the different models based on their ability to explain patterns in the data. There are multiple possibilities for criterion to evaluate the quality of fit of the models, including AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) [6] , BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion [7] , DIC (Deviance Information Criterion) [8] , the Median Posterior Model [9] and Prediction-Based criteria [10, 11] . One or more of these metrics can be selected to provide a ranking of the goodness of the models, depending on how the user plans to use them. Different Information Criteria emphasize a different balance between parsimony and good prediction, so finding a good match to the objectives of the study is important. The statistics literature has considered multiple possible criteria for model selection. Many of these metrics are closely related, we encourage selecting a metric that mirrors study goals and how the final model will be used by the practitioners. In addition, cross-validation can be used to show the robustness of results for different subsets of the data and to provide assurance that the identified leading models perform well. Typical goals include estimation of model parameters to provide information about the nature of the relationship between the inputs and reliability, and/or prediction of reliability for a particular combination of inputs. In particular, there is frequently interest in extrapolating in order to predict the reliability of the system for ages in the future. As a result of this stage, the large collection of potential statistical models can be pruned to a smaller set with the best performance, as measured by the selected metric(s).
The fifth and final step, "Prediction", examines what patterns of reliability are predicted using the top models identified in the previous step. Graphical summaries of the relationship between the inputs and reliability are produced to illustrate what impact different values of the inputs have on the expected reliability. Subject matter expertise combined with cost and quality considerations are all considered to select the top one or two models that best match current understanding of the underlying science and engineering and will be used for estimation and prediction in the future. Once the final models are identified, then Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) can be used to formally check for the significance of different terms in the model, and adequacy of the model assumptions, such as normality and the error term having constant variance, can be assessed.
The process and its possible results are illustrated in the next section using an example.
Case Study: Understanding the Reliability of a Complex System
In this section, we describe the statistical modeling of the reliability of a fictitious system, which shares many of the characteristics of actual complex munitions. We have altered the true reliability patterns and details of the explanatory variables since this information cannot be publically shared. The system that we describe is a single use system, which can only be tested directly with a destructive test. Hence when a test is performed for a particular system, the observed data consist of either "Pass" or "Fail", plus the values of all of the available explanatory variable values for that system at the time of the test.
For the system in this example, the possible explanatory variables (which summarize many of the classes of possible factors available on a variety of munition systems), are as follows:
1. Age-Since most systems are thought to degrade over time, this variable is commonly collected for most analyses. For this example, the observed ages lie between 0 and 60 months. 2. Manufacturer-Units in the stockpile may have been produced by several possible contractors, and hence there may be multiple manufacturers represented among the data. In general, there are often different suppliers who may contribute to different aspects of the production. When available, it is helpful to track these differences to see if they affect reliability. For this example, there are five manufacturers (labeled 1-5), where there is some thought from the subject matter experts that manufacturers 1 and 2 are more similar to each other, and manufacturers 3, 4 and 5 are also thought to be similar. [12] for more information on multicollinearity). 5. Superficial Damage from Handling-Since the units of the population are periodically handled and moved, some of the units may be dropped or subject to additional vibration. If sensors are available to measure this directly, then this can be a helpful additional set of measures to include in the analysis. However, this information is often not available directly, and so including a 2-level factor to capture whether the unit appears to have any superficial damage to the exterior may provide a simple proxy for this handling impact. For this example, there is a "Yes"/"No" indicator for damage, where the units showing some superficial damage may have lower reliability as a result of what caused the damage also impacting the inner workings of the unit. 6. Usage-Some systems may have partial use capability, which could affect the overall reliability of the system. For example, some units might be given a check periodically, which exercises some portion of the system as a quick check on electronics functionality. Other units might be placed in a ready-mode, which either activates some portion of the system to potentially speed its deployment if needed or the unit is actually loaded into a weapon system but not used and then downloaded and repackaged. This exercising of the system might affect reliability, and depending on the system it may be either beneficial or detrimental to the system. In this example, the "time in ready mode" is tracked for each unit in hours.
A key consideration in determining which models to fit involves looking at the relationship between the potential explanatory variables. If there are correlations between the variables, then it is possible that several models may perform similarly well. For example if one manufacturer produces more old units, the effect of age and manufacturer are confounded. Hence, this again emphasizes why it is helpful to incorporate subject matter expertise to help determine which model better matches current understanding of the underlying mechanisms driving change in reliability.
Reliability Data
In this Section, we examine the data using simple summaries and graphical methods to gain some initial understanding of its characteristics before proceeding with a formal assessment of the contributions of different input factors for predicting reliability. As part of the data pre-processing step, this exploratory data analysis (EDA) can help identify potential problems with the data, which can help us interpret the results and determine which models are best when we perform the formal analysis and model selection. For this case study, the reliability data consist of 1200 observations, with 973 "Pass" and 227 "Fail", giving a simple
reliability estimate. For this data, there were no missing values. If some of the information about different units is incomplete, then a strategy for handling missing data should be considered. First, if there is no available information on the "Pass/Fail" status of the units, then these should be removed from the data considered in the analysis. Second, if some of the explanatory variables are missing data, then there are several choices about how to proceed:
1. Remove the unit with the missing values from consideration-this will reduce the overall size of the dataset, but will make comparisons between different models fair and consistent. 2. Remove the variable with the missing values from consideration-this maintains the size of the dataset, but does not allow investigation of different models with that as an explanatory variable. However, this strategy may be a good choice if a large proportion of the data is missing a particular variable, since future data may also suffer from this, and selecting a best model where information for that variable will not be available can be problematic. 3. Impute the missing values-this strategy allows missing values to be constructed based on available information from the rest of the data [13] , but is dependent on the assumption that the missing values are not systematically missing for a specific reason. Tables 1-4 show some summaries of the distribution of units and their associated simple estimates of reliability for the example. In Table 1 , we see that there are more observations for younger systems, with less data in the windows between 40-50 and 50-60 months. This is connected to the fact that manufacturers 3, 4 and 5 have only been producing units for a shorter range of time, and hence there are no data to evaluate these units after a given age (52 months for manufacturer 3, and 38 months for manufacturers 4 and 5). In addition, we have included the binned reliability for each 10 month range. The overall trend in reliability is as expected, with older units being less reliable. Table 2 shows similar information when we partition the 1200 observations based on the different manufacturers. Manufacturer 1 has the largest proportion of the data, with the lowest estimated reliability. However, since there are differences in the ages of the units within each of the subpopulations, and there are more older units from manufacturers 1 and 2, we should be cautious about over-interpreting these results. Recall that the subject matter experts felt that manufacturers 1 and 2 are more similar to each other than to manufacturers 3, 4 and 5. Hence two different ways of partitioning the data by manufacturer or by manufacturer group (MG) are considered. The number of observations and the simple estimated reliability for each collection of units is provided. Tables 3 and 4 show matching summaries based on partitioning the 1200 units by the four categories of exposures (Table 3) , the three categories of Version (left side of Table 4 ) or by Damage, where "0" means that no superficial damage was observed on the unit. There are relatively few observations for exposure "D", and only a small fraction of the units (82/1200 = 6.8%) has any recorded evidence of superficial damage.
We now highlight a number of areas of potential concern which are helpful to check before proceeding with subsequent model fitting and evaluation. While not extreme in this example, it is important to examine if one or more category within a factor does not have much observed data. For example, since there is such a small fraction of observed units with damage, there may not be sufficient information to adequately assess whether there are differences between the two categories of the damage factor. If one or more category has very little data, then it may be helpful to use expert opinion to try to determine if that data can be combined with another category based on understanding of the units. Figure 2 shows pairwise plots of exposure (E), manufacturer (M) and version (V), where a black dot indicates that there is at least one observation with a combination of attributes, and blank space indicates no data for that combination. For example, in the pairwise plot for exposure and manufacturer, we see that there are no data available for the following combinations: (E,M) = (A,5), (C,2), (D,4), (D,5) . Similarly, there are missing combinations for (E,V) = (D,b), and (M,V) = (2,b), (3,a) , (4,a) . This is helpful to note, since when we try to make predictions based on some of these combinations of factors, they will be based on leveraging patterns across the entire dataset, instead of based on observations for that combination. If two or more of the variables are measuring similar information, then the assessment of the models with these combinations of variables may be compromised because of the inability to distinguish which variables are contributing to changes in the observed reliability. Figure 3 shows a scatterplot of time in ready mode (TRM-the usage measure for the units in our case study) and age. Black circles indicate an observed "Pass", while red indicates a "Fail". The calculated correlation between these two variables is 0.975, indicating that knowing the age of a particular system provides quite specific information about what range of TRM might be expected. There are a few observations which do not follow the strong trend between these two measurements, but overall there may be little additional information gained by including both age and TRM. When formal modeling is performed with both factors, the user should be cautious about interpreting the estimated coefficients since unstable estimated model parameters with large uncertainty is a known problem with multicollearity [12] . A common solution to resolving problems with multicollinearity is to restrict estimation to models with just one of the problematic sets of variables. We return to this as a solution from our model selection after various models have been considered. Finally, we note that several of the variables under consideration for models are continuous (age and TRM), while others are categorical in nature. When we choose to include a continuous variable in the model, it can be added with a single term (and a single degree of freedom) if we wish to examine the main effect or linear contribution of that factor on the response. If we wish to allow greater flexibility with the model, additional terms can be added to the model (say a quadratic or cubic term). When we include categorical variables in our model, then the number of degrees of freedom required to include that variable will typically be k−1, where k is the number of categories observed. Some variables could be included as either continuous or categorical. For example, consider that we have data available on the year of manufacturer. The year could be added as a continuous factor using a single degree of freedom: this would allow examining a linear trend across the years. An alternative would be to have separate categories for each year. This does not imply any connection between adjacent years, but rather allows each year to have a potentially different and unrelated effect on reliability compared to other years. If such a variable is included in the dataset, then it may be helpful to consider models that treat it as continuous and categorical separately, to determine which approach seems to yield better results. However, it would not make sense to consider models that include both of these choices simultaneously. In addition to selecting how the variables will be included in the model, there are also options about whether to include interactions between the variables. Because of the flexibility of the method that allows the user to specify any models that they wish to consider, we recommend that a combination of main effect only models and models including interactions be examined.
In the next section we consider what models to evaluate for estimating the reliability of the stockpile. Some of the features of the case study data that were identified in this exploratory analysis phase of the analysis will become important when we assess the performance of different models. 
Modeling and Analysis
Recall that the goal of selecting a best model is to achieve good prediction of future reliability for individual units, with the ability to distinguish different subpopulations, and to leverage current engineering understanding of the reliability mechanisms. We also want a relatively uncomplicated model. One of the advantages of the model selection approach of this paper is that it is easy to consider a relatively large number of alternatives and quickly obtain a ranking for which candidate models look the most promising based on our identified priorities.
For the case study, we have available data for age (A), exposure (E), manufacturer (M), version (V), damage (D) and time in ready mode (TRM, or just T). We wish to consider all possible sensible models based on different combinations of these variables. For all of the variables except manufacturer, there are two options for the statistical model: include or exclude the variable. For manufacturer, we have three choices: exclude it, include it as summarized by the five levels of manufacturer directly (M), or include it using the two groups (MG, abbreviated as G). The inclusion or exclusion of a variable in the model can be determined independently for each of the variables. This leads to 96 possible models
. We use the naming convention that if a model includes a variable, then its label will include that letter. Omitted variables are not included in the label. The advantage of the above structure is that it makes building a list of all of the models straightforward and intuitive. As the number of variables considered grows, it is helpful to use some structure to help with the efficient enumeration of all possible candidate models. If, for another example, some models do not make sense to consider, then they can be removed from the list.
An additional set of models can be specified if interactions between factors are considered. Including interaction terms in the model makes the predicted fits for different combinations of factors more flexible. For example, for a model with age and exposure with no interactions, we assume that the effect of age is the same for all levels of exposure, but just with a potential shift in the intercept in Equation (2). The same model including an interaction term allows for different shapes of reliability curves for different exposures. For this example, we consider only two-way interactions and make the additional assumption that it makes sense to include interactions if the two main effects are included in the model. In design of experiments, this principle is commonly called factor hierarchy, and is assumed in many statistical models, since the interpretability of results is greatly aided by this assumption. Since there are many possible models with two-way interactions when there are multiple variables included, we make the additional assumption and consider only those models where all two way interactions are included. For example, if we have a model AE, then there is only one two-way interaction that can be included (between age and exposure). If we have a model with AED, then our model would include all three two-way interactions age-exposure, age-damage and exposure damage.
With the inclusion of interactions (with the hierarchical assumption and including all two-way interactions for all pairs of variables in the model), this adds an additional 88 models. From the list of 96 models listed above, only those models with 0 (•) or 1 (A, E, M, G, V, D, T) variable are not included. We use the naming convention of adding an "i" after a model name to indicate that it includes the two-way interactions. For example AEDi would be the model with age, exposure, damage and the three possible two-way interaction terms.
We note that there is considerable flexibility in identifying the models to evaluate. For a moderate number of input factors, it is possible to consider all of the sensible combinations for combining the terms. It is straightforward to automate the identification of all models if there are no restrictions on which factors can be combined. Since estimating the parameters for each model is not time-consuming, a potentially large set of models can be considered. In other applications, we have evaluated over a thousand models with the goal of identifying the top few to examine in more detail. If the number of inputs leads to an unmanageably large number of choices then the practitioner can limit the choices to more promising candidates or look at groups of potential inputs sequentially in manageable groups to identify more promising contributors. We encourage the user to not be too nervous about looking at a larger number of models, since in our experience we have found that there are sometimes important surprises about which factors are beneficial that were not consider leading candidates a priori.
With the models to be evaluated now enumerated, we use statistical software to estimate all of the models and evaluate them with the chosen criterion. For this case study, the user selected the corrected AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) [6] , which is a common choice for model evaluation and managing the bias-variance tradeoff [14] , (p. 37). The form of the criterion, which is evaluated for each of the fitted models, is AIC = −2 (maximized log-likelihood) + 2(number of parameters) with the first term, also called the deviance in the statistics literature, measuring how well the model can explain the patterns in the data by quantifying the amount left unexplained, and the second term is a penalty for complexity, since given equal predictive power, a simpler model is preferred. The corrected AIC makes a correction for finite sample sizes, with the formula
where n is the sample size (1200 for our example) and p is the number of model parameters. Figure 4a shows the sorted AICc values for fitting all 184 (96 models with no interactions, and 88 models with interactions). The best model is AEG, with several other models achieving similar performance. The approach of fitting many models and looking at relative scores is advantageous since we can examine which of the top models actually makes the most sense given our current understanding of the drivers of change in reliability. While the AICc values in Figure 4a show the overall trend in sorted models from best to worst, Table 5 shows the top 20 models as ranked by the AICc criterion. By considering the degrees of freedom (DF) and the deviance columns, it is possible to gain a deeper understanding of competing top models. For example, the second best model, AEGT, leaves slightly less unexplained with a deviance of 1043.95 (versus 1044.94 for the AEG model), but at the cost of a slightly more complex model (using 6 DF instead of 5 DF for the AEG model). Figure 4b shows the model deviances in the same order as the top (with AICc) values. As can be seen, there are a number of models (near the left middle of the plot) with smaller deviances, implying that they are able to explain more of the patterns in the observed data. However, this highlights the advantage of using the AICc criterion, since it balances model complexity with the ability to explain patterns. These models are not that highly ranked with AICc because they require a very large number of model parameters to describe the patterns, and this overfitting [14] of the model, which chases idiosyncrasies of the data instead of bigger trends, typically does not lead to good results when we wish to predict reliability for new data. Figure 5 shows the general pattern of deviance versus DF. Since this plot shows the two components of AICc directly, we can get a sense of the tradeoffs between the contributions. The Pareto front [15] [16] [17] is the set of potential best values, depending on how we weight model complexity versus deviance. It is the set of models which lie along the bottom left edge of the set of all models. For models on the Pareto front, the deviance can be reduced by making the model more complex, but these improvements are small relative to how much more complicated the model needs to become. In addition, there are large numbers of models (not on the Pareto front) with non-competitive deviance values, and these should typically be discarded from further consideration.
Traditionally, model selection algorithms have identified just a single best model. This approach considers the top models and compares them with current understanding of drivers of change in reliability from subject matter expertise to determine a best overall model. In addition, some models may be more expensive to collect the necessary data for future observations. If there is minimal marginal improvement with the addition of a potentially costly variable, the user may opt to use a simpler model with comparable performance. In the next section, we examine several of the top models, as identified by AICc, and examine the predictions across range of inputs of the included variables. 
Results and Discussion
A final determination of a best model is made by balancing the empirical performance of the model from the model selection criterion (AICc here) with subject matter expertise of how well this matches current understanding. Based on the top 20 results in Table 5 , we note a few patterns:
1. All but two of the top 20 models include age. This suggests that there is a notable trend in reliability that can be modeled effectively with the inclusion of age. This matches current understanding of a key driver of change in reliability for the system. 2. Many of the top models include AEG, with the top eight models all including this combination plus other potential terms. This suggests that in addition to age, exposure and manufacturer group are effective ways of summarizing observed patterns. The simpler representation of manufacturer with the two groups (manufacturers 1 and 2 combined, and 3, 4 and 5 combined) is generally preferred to the more complex use of manufacturer directly. 3. The top five models all have quite similar deviance values, with the majority of the difference in their ranking being attributed to the complexity of the model with its associated penalty from the AIC criterion. 4. The 6th best model, AEGi, is the top model with a considerably smaller deviance value, but because of the three two-way interactions that have been included, it uses more degrees of freedom to achieve this improved fit.
Cross-validation was performed to evaluate the performance of the top 20 models. For each of 500 iterations, 20% of the data (240 observations) were removed from the data set, and the models were fit to the remaining 80% of the data. The estimated models were used to predict the responses for the 240 observations, and the quality of the fit was assessed. There was little change in the ranking of the top 10 models across the repeated resampling of the withheld data. Hence, the rankings based on the AICc appear robust to variations in the observed data used to fit the models. Based on this information, the engineers want to examine the predicted reliability for several models to see the patterns identified and compare it to available understanding. The models to be examined further are the top four models: 1. AEG, 2. AEGT, 3. AEGV, 4. AEGD, and the sixth best model AEGi, because of its smaller deviance value. Figure 6 shows the eight lines that summarize the predicted reliabilities for the different factor combinations of the AEG model. There are four different exposure groups and two manufacturer groups. The reliability is shown for ages 0 to 70 months, where vertical dashed lines show the end of the observed data. For manufacturer group 1, the oldest tested system was approximately 60 months old, while for the second manufacturer group, the oldest system is near 52 months. To the right of the vertical lines, we are extrapolating to ages not yet tested. From examining differences between the lines, we can see that Exposures A and D are most similar and have the highest reliability, and manufacturer group 2 has better predicted reliability for any given age. The observed patterns (decreasing reliability with aging) and ordering of categories within a factor all match current understanding of the underlying mechanisms. An alternative to modeling reliability directly might be to plot the predicted value of right hand side of Equation (2) versus the explanatory variables. This quantity is known as the "fitted log odds" and is a linear function of the explanatory variables that mirrors the form of the equation selected. While this may be a better presentation for readers with a solid background in statistics, we have found that most subject matter experts prefer to view reliability directly since it provides a summary that is most intuitive on a scale that is immediately interpretable. the exposure and manufacturer group combinations, predicted reliability decreases with age. However, for a fixed age, if we increase the number of hours in time in ready mode, this is predicted to improve reliability. This is strongly counter-intuitive given current understanding of the underlying mechanism driving changes in reliability.
Figure 9.
Results of logistic regression model based on including age, exposure, manufacturer group and TRM for manufacturer group 1.
When we consider a possible explanation of how this result may have obtained, recall from Section 3 and Figure 3 that there was strong correlation between age and time in ready mode. This feature in the data has led to a common result of multicollinearity: obtaining unexpected predicted patterns in the data because of the instability of the parameter estimates. In Figure 9a , a blue ellipse denotes where the majority of the observed data for age and time in ready mode is located. Trying to predict the reliability relationship for the entire range of age and TRM combinations from this small fraction of the space, coupled with the instability of the estimates has led to this unintuitive result. As a result, the engineers dismiss this model from further consideration. AEGi is the final model considered; it is ranked 6th highest by AICc. This is a more complicated model based on the number of degrees of freedom in the model than the previous 4 considered. However, it has a notably smaller deviance value. Figure 11 shows the same eight combinations of exposure and manufacturer group as Figure 6 , but this time the interaction terms allow different shapes of relationships between reliability and age for each of the combinations. For these predictions, we see that exposures A and D are no longer considered as similar, and the exposure C and MG 1 reliability curve drops very sharply.
In judging whether this additional complexity is justified, we examine the number of observations that were available to estimate each of these curves. Table 6 shows the number of observations in each of the cell combinations. Recall that when no interactions are included in the model, the estimation leverages information for estimating the curves across different levels of the factors. When we are including more flexible interactions, then only a smaller fraction of the data are used to estimate the reliability patterns. Several of the cells in Table 6 have relatively small numbers-in particular for exposure D. With only 42 Pass/Fail observations for combination 1 or 16 for combination 2, it is difficult to estimate the reliability pattern. Hence based on this, and that some of the drastically declining reliabilities do not match engineering understanding, this model was excluded by the experts from further consideration. Of the top models examined, three were eliminated from further consideration by the subject matter experts. The second best model, AEGT, was removed because the patterns predicted for increasing TRM contradicted current understanding, and it was anticipated that this was the result of the multicollinearity issues with the data. The 4th best model, AEGD, was eliminated because the marginal potential advantage of including damage was thought to be outweighed by the time-consuming and subjective nature of collecting the data for future systems. The 6th best model, AEGi, was not considered further because its reliance on estimating reliability for some exposure and manufacturer group combinations was based on a small sample size, and because some of the predicted patterns did not match engineering understanding.
Hence the top two models at the end of this process are AEG and AEGV. The AEG model has the advantages of simplicity and being the top ranked AICc model. The third ranked AEGV model is close in AICc value, but offers the advantage of allowing a distinction to be made between the versions. It was felt that the estimated differences between versions from this model were worth tracking in the future, and this information was readily available without any additional cost. Hence the subject matter experts selected the preferred final model as AEGV. While the process for selecting the final model has subjective elements, it does follow a systematic approach and we view this as a strength of how the decision was made. A systematic approach can be anything from using a mental checklist to using a formal algorithm that emulates human decision-making. For evaluating complex systems, we are more likely to be on the less formal end of that spectrum, and while not as formal as some automated processes, this approach does incorporate considerable systematic thinking, as described by the algorithm in Figure 1 . The subject matter experts were able to see differences between the model choices, compare results with subject matter understanding of how factors are thought to impact reliability, and incorporate the cost of data collection and the associated quality of the data used for prediction. This discussion and visualization of the results helps build common understanding of the impact of factors among various engineers and scientists working on the system, and leads to deeper acceptance of the model selected. If the traditional practice of just selecting the single model with the best score on a single metric had been used, then it would have been much more difficult to obtain buy-in from the engineering community about the final choice of model. Once a final model has been selected, it is recommended that the model assumptions be evaluated with plots of the residuals, etc. In addition, an Analysis of Variance analysis can be performed to assess formally which of the model terms are statistically significant. For this example, all of the terms in the AEGV model were statistically significant. Efforts will be made to investigate and explain differences between the different versions, as adding understanding about engineering mechanisms to the empirical results will be helpful for future predictions.
Conclusions
The process described in this paper allows users to efficiently consider a large number of potential explanatory variables in evaluating how to predict reliability of a system. By enumerating a list of statistical models with different combinations of the variables, the relative contributions of the variables, alone and in combination, can be quantitatively assessed. The process is flexible for different types of data, including Pass/Fail reliability data modeled with logistic regression as well as degradation data modeled with linear regression. In addition, the criterion used to evaluate the different models is flexible to match the priorities of the study.
The method is illustrated with a case study based on data with similar characteristics. One hundred and eighty-four models were fitted and ranked based on the corrected AIC (Akaike Information Criterion). The top 20 models were examined for patterns of factors included, and from this list 5 models were chosen to examine in more detail. The predicted reliability curves for different factor combinations were plotted and compared to subject matter expertise. How well the models explain patterns in the data, the match of engineering understanding with observed patterns, and the cost of obtaining future data were all considered in selecting the final overall model.
The authors feel strongly that a model selection method that identifies just a single best statistical model is too limiting. Examining several top contenders with comparable performance can help with greater understanding. In addition, when several choices are examined closely, then subject matter experts are better able to defend the choice of the top model and feel more ownership for its selection. When the process includes built-in stages where expertise and cost-effectiveness can be incorporated into the decision-making process, better results are likely. By considering different models, there is also the opportunity to translate some of the findings from the empirical study into future work for the engineers to delve into the mechanisms which led to the observed patterns in the data. This iterative process can lead to improved understanding over time, and additional confidence in the reliability predictions.
There are still opportunities or further enhancements and refinements to the outlined process. Since there are numerous different metrics that can be used to evaluate the quality of the fit of various models to the data, it would be helpful to develop a strategy for how to consider the robustness of models across different metrics, such as AIC, BIC, DIC. Advanced methods, such as least angle regression [18] , may provide algorithms for automatically searching the space of all possible models and identifying promising candidates, which provide an alternative to having the user specify the set of models under consideration. For many reliability engineers, the choice of multiple metrics that measure approximately the same thing is confusing and distracting from the task of understanding predictions from the models. We encourage a knowledgeable statistician to guide the choice of a sound statistically-based metric to use and then focus on discussions of the suitability and practicality of the model for prediction.
Since several alternative models may be identified as leading candidates, model averaging [19] might be considered as an approach to further improve the prediction ability of the final model. One drawback of model averaging is the loss of interpretability of results, but it could be used as a gold standard against which to compare the performance of the best model. Finally, since the outlined approach can involve both continuous and categorical responses, at either the system or component levels, strategies are needed for combined model selection [20] when multiple responses are considered. Frequently when there is interest in understanding each component or failure mode separately, decisions about which model to select are handled individually to best match with the mechanics driving reliability.
